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.. all . •ficant return compensation when betas are es~f 
statistic y s1gm . th al roni . . . of annual portfolio returns on e annu return on t1rn. 
senes regressions . s £ an e ,. weighted market index. In a December 1995 paper, Kim ound that, once co qllally for the errors in variables problem, there was more support for the role of ;ected yet another 1996 paper, Jagannathan & ~~g6 showed that when betas are ~ta· In to vary over the business cycle, the empmcal support of the CAPM is very owed Finally, Nobel-Prize winning economist William Sharpe refuted the Fama-~~~ng. criticism in «Revisiting the CAPM:' Dow Jones Asset Manager (May-June 1998)_nch 
To sum up, at the empirical level, there have been countless tests of the CAp determine to what extent security returns and betas are related in the man M to dieted by the CAPM. The results of the tests support the idea that beta is r~ert Pre. . d ff. ·t· d h a edto 
security returns, that the ns~-return t~a eo is pos1 ive, an t at_ the relationshi is linear. Tue burning question remains as to whether the relationship betw P return and beta conforms to the predictions of the CAPM. een 

CAPM Understatement 

There is a fly in the ointment, however. It is well-known and generally accepted in the finance literature that the process of estimating equity betas via regression analysis and inserting those estimates into the CAPM formula produces outputs that are systematically biased. In particular, there is strong and consistent evidence that the CAPM-estimated returns with betas below 1.0 are systematically lower than the returns that are actually generated by those assets. 

This evidence is generally considered to be so robust that it is now part of the standard finance curriculum and appears in the academic literature and in finance textbooks. For example, Fama & French (2004) show that this result has proven to be consistent through time - low-beta stocks generate higher returns than the CAPM would imply and high-beta stocks earn lower returns than the CAPM would imply.7 With respect to the early tests of the CAPM, Fruna & French summarize the state of play as: 

The early tests firmly reject the Sharpe-Lintner version of the CAP M. There is a positive relation between beta and average return, but it is too ''flat." 
Fama & French then provide an updated example of the evidence using ~onthl~ returns on U.S.-listed stocks over 76 years from 1928 to 2003. This analysis 15 sUJll · d · F b s 
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6· Ravi Jag~nathan & Zhenyu Wang, "The Conditional CAPM and the Cross-Section ° Returns, Journal of Finance Vol. 51, No. 1 (1996). 
0J£CO' 7. Fam~, E.F. and_Fren~h, K.R. "The Capital Asset Pricing Model: Theory and Evidence:• Journal nomic Perspectives Finance, Vol. 18, No. 3, 2004, 25-464 8. Fama & French (2004) op.cit. pp. · 
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Figure 7-1 

AVerage Returns vs Beta Over An Extended Time Period (1928-2003) 
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Brealey, Myers, and Allen (2017), among many others,9 provide more recent 

empirical evidence very similar to the relationship depicted in Figure 7-1. In fact, 

Brealey, Myers and Allen (2017) extend previous analyses to the end of 2014, and 

provide a similar chart to that presented by Fama and French (2004). The upward

sloping line on Figure 7-1 represents the relationship between beta and return that 

is implied by the CAPM and each dot represents the observed return for a par

ticular portfolio. Clearly, the low-beta portfolios still earn higher returns than the 

CAPM would imply. Goyal (2011) also found a security market line flatter than 

that predicted by the CAPM.10 With few exceptions, the empirical studies agree 

that the implied intercept term exceeds the risk-free rate and the slope term is less 

~an predicted by the CAPM. That is, low-beta securities earn returns somewhat 

h~gher than the CAPM would predict, and high-beta securities earn less than pre

dicted. This is one of the most well-known results in finance, and is particularly 

pertinent for public utilities whose betas are typically less than 1.00. 

----:----
9' ::~ ~ummary of the empirical evidence on the CAPM, see Jensen (1972) and Ross (1978). The major 

(I Ptrical tests of the CAPM were published by Friend and Blume (1975), Black, Jensen, and Scholes 

be~~2), Miller and Scholes (1972), Blume and Friend (1973), Blume and Husic (1973), Fama and Mac

Gibb~1972), Basu (1977), Reinganum (1981B), Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1979), Banz 0981~ 

(2O17
t5 (_1982), Stambaugh (1982), Shanken (1985), Black (1993), and Brealey, Myers, and Aile 

IO. Go · Evidence in the Canadian context is available in Morin (1980, 198l). . . 
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1 '!able empirical evidence indicates that th . 

In short, the currednt y av~ provide a perfectly accurate description o ef s1lllpJe ~ 
· f the CAPM oes no d di d the er. 

swn o . . i returns. The observed an pre cte relationshi Proce 

determmmg secur ~ t d ·n Figure 7-2. The black line shows thepred· p beiwp.Ss 

· k d return is dep1c e 1 d Icted C -1:0 

ns ~n . and the ray line displays the observe relationship betwee ~P¼ 

relationship l t' n~ for this shortcoming include some or all of the £ Un rettiro 

and beta. Exp ana 10 
0 oWing: 

Figure 7-2 

Risk vs Return: Theory vs Practice 
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I. Toe CAPM excludes other important variables that are important in 

determining security returns, such as size, skewness, and taxes. 

2. The market index used in the tests excludes important classes of securitie~ 

such as bonds, mortgages, and business investments. There is a further 

argument that the CAPM can never be really tested and that such a test 

is infeasible. This is because the market index proxy used in empirical 

tests of the CAPM is inadequate; since a true comprehensive market 

index is unavailable, such tests will be biased in the direction shown by 

the actual empirical results.11 Moreover the CAPM is a forward-looking 

expectational model and in order to test ;he model it is necessary to predict 

investor expectations correctly. A~y empirical test of the CAPM _is tbu~ 

test of the joint hypothesis of the model's validity and of the function us 

to generate expected returns from historical returns. 

3 C · · 
f nofthe 

· onstramts on mvestor borrowing exist contrary to the assump 10 

CAPM. 
'DSt 

4· In:est~rs may value the hedging value of assets in protecting them :riJJ 
shifts m later investment opportunities. See Merton (1973) and 

(1981). 

l I. See Roll (1977). 
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dels have been proposed relaxing the above const . PM JllO d l . rau1ts, each ded CA mplexity, each mo e attempting to inject more real· . jjJl • in co ( ism mto E$Jl ivarytng R ss (1978), Tallman 1989), and Guo (2004) present e 11 
de • ns, o . . h . d . xce ent (llo 50rnpu0 . us asset pncmg t eones an related empirical evidenc Th 0e as the var10 . .1 . . e. ese tuf/eysof APMS produce broadly s1m1 ar expressions for the observed relation-s ballced C . k and return and engender a SML that is flatter than the CAPM en een ns · · 1 · d 

b
·p betw . wi'th the emp1nca ev1 ence. 5 1 ·n hne diction, 1 

p~ . 
. d of this chapter, Section 7 -2 focuses on the more tractable ext main er 1· b" . . en-Jo the re CAPM that possess some app 1ca ihty to pubhc utility regulation. Sec-sions 0f ~e es the Empirical CAPM. Section 7.4 describes the Arbitrage Pricing . 7 3 discuss . . . non · . ble alternative to the CAPM. Section 7.5 discusses the Fama-French dcla~ h . M0 ' r Model ("FF3F) and t e Fama-French Five-Factor Model ("FFSF") of t!'l,ree-Facto · d P · · M d 1 · d "b d · 111 

• • g Toe Market-Denve ncmg o e 1s escn e m Section 7 .6. Sec-asset pricm . . . 7 ffers some concluding remarks. non 7. 0 

1.2 cAPM Extensions 
Several attempts to enrich the CAPM's conceptual validity and to ameliorate its applicability have been advanced. One popular explanation of the CAPM's inability to explain security returns satisfactorily is that beta is insufficient and other systematic risk factors affect security returns. The implication is that the effects of these other independent variables should be quantified and used in estimating the cost of equity capital. The impact of the supplementary variables12 can be expressed as an additive element to the standard CAPM equation as follows: 

Letting 'a stand for these other effects on return, the CAPM equation becomes: 

(7-1) 

To capt th · ffi · 'b' · b 
. ure e variables' impact on the slope of the relationship, a coe cient is su stituted c h · b s· •0r t e market risk premium. The revised CAPM equation ecome · 

K= Rt+ a+ bx~ (7-2) 

'Ihe constant ' , , · fl security retur s a and b' capture all the market-wide effects that m uence ns, and b · · al factors pur-Ported t must e estimated by econometric techniques. Prmcip size. E oh affect security returns include dividend yield, skewness, and company ac facto · d" r is 1scussed individually below. 
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